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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are configuring ArubaOS-CX switches to tunnel client traffic to an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC). What should you do to enhance

security for control channel communications between the switches and the MC?

Options: 
A- Create one UBT zone for control traffic and a second UBT zone for clients.

B- Configure a long, random PAPI security key that matches on the switches and the MC.

C- install certificates on the switches, and make sure that CPsec is enabled on the MC

D- Make sure that the UBT client vlan is assigned to the interface on which the switches reach the MC and only that interface.

Answer: 
C

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You have been asked to rind logs related to port authentication on an ArubaOS-CX switch for events logged in the past several hours

But. you are having trouble searching through the logs What is one approach that you can take to find the relevant logs?

Options: 
A- Add the '-C and *-c port-access' options to the 'show logging' command.

B- Configure a logging Tiller for the 'port-access' category, and apply that filter globally.

C- Enable debugging for 'portaccess' to move the relevant logs to a buffer.

D- Specify a logging facility that selects for 'port-access' messages.

Answer: 
A

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is a reason to set up a packet capture on an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC)?



Options: 
A- The company wants to use ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) to profile devices and needs to receive HTTP User-Agent strings from

the MC.

B- The security team believes that a wireless endpoint connected to the MC is launching an attack and wants to examine the traffic more

closely.

C- You want the MC to analyze wireless clients' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control the traffic I based on

application.

D- You want the MC to analyze wireless clients' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control Web traffic based on the

destination URL.

Answer: 
C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is an example or phishing?



Options: 
A- An attacker sends TCP messages to many different ports to discover which ports are open.

B- An attacker checks a user's password by using trying millions of potential passwords.

C- An attacker lures clients to connect to a software-based AP that is using a legitimate SSID.

D- An attacker sends emails posing as a service team member to get users to disclose their passwords.

Answer: 
D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.



You are deploying a new ArubaOS Mobility Controller (MC), which is enforcing authentication to Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager

(CPPM). The authentication is not working correctly, and you find the error shown In the exhibit in the CPPM Event Viewer.

What should you check?

Options: 
A- that the MC has been added as a domain machine on the Active Directory domain with which CPPM is synchronized

B- that the snared secret configured for the CPPM authentication server matches the one defined for the device on CPPM

C- that the IP address that the MC is using to reach CPPM matches the one defined for the device on CPPM

D- that the MC has valid admin credentials configured on it for logging into the CPPM

Answer: 



C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is one way that Control Plane Security (CPsec) enhances security for me network?

Options: 
A- It protects wireless clients' traffic tunneled between APs and Mobility Controllers, from eavesdropping

B- It prevents Denial of Service (DoS) attacks against Mobility Controllers' (MCs') control plane.

C- It prevents access from unauthorized IP addresses to critical services, such as SSH on Mobility Controllers (MCs).

D- It protects management traffic between APs and Mobility Controllers (MCs) from eavesdropping.

Answer: 
A

Question 7



Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are managing an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC). What is a reason for adding a "Log Settings" definition in the ArubaOS Diagnostics

> System > Log Settings page?

Options: 
A- Configuring the Syslog server settings for the server to which the MC forwards logs for a particular category and level

B- Configuring the MC to generate logs for a particular event category and level, but only for a specific user or AP.

C- Configuring a filter that you can apply to a defined Syslog server in order to filter events by subcategory

D- Configuring the log facility and log format that the MC will use for forwarding logs to all Syslog servers

Answer: 
A
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